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Overview

v

Nefras, the snake-faced Goddess of Judgement, rules over the realms of dream and memory. She
observes all souls in the planarverse to discover their true nature and reward them accordingly.
But Nefras is not the Goddess of Retribution. She does not bring order to the lawless or
punishment to the wicked. Instead, the Scale-Faced One assesses mortal hearts and empowers their
owners with appropriate gifts.
In this expansion for Roll Player Adventures, Nefras will judge each character in your party as they make personal
choices that are woven through the storyline of your campaign. Uncover your backstory and choose your alignment in
Roll Player Adventures: Nefras’s Judgement.
A NOTE ON BACKSTORY CONTENT
We feel there is room to tell many types of stories in the world of Ulos. Some backstories in this expansion deal with
more serious, emotional storylines, including illness, grief, slavery, and loss. While not every story in Roll Player
Adventures: Nefras’s Judgement is an emotional one, we want you to know before beginning your adventure that
some are. We have included content notes above the introduction to the more serious stories to help you determine if
that backstory will be a good fit for you.

Components

v

1 Backstory Codex

4 Backstory Boards
6 Backstory Markers

1 Pad of Backstory Inserts (50)

6 Alignment Markers

65 Rare Cards
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Campaign Setup

v

After completing the Campaign Setup steps in the Roll Player Adventures rulebook, follow these additional steps before
Adventure Setup.
1. Give each player a backstory board and a backstory insert, sliding the insert into the backstory
board.
2. Each player records the name of their character’s backstory in the top space above the line on
their backstory board.
• If playing with a pregenerated character, find the backstory name at the bottom of the
portrait card's reverse side.

2

• If playing with an imported character, find the backstory name at the top of the backstory
card from Roll Player.
3. Each player takes the backstory marker and the alignment marker in their class color.
4. Each player places their alignment marker in one of the alignment spaces at the bottom
of their backstory board.
• If playing with a pregenerated character, place the alignment marker in the center space (True Neutral).
• If playing with an imported character, place the alignment marker in the same space as the final position of the
alignment marker from Roll Player.
5. Each player finds the introduction to their backstory in this storybook (Backstory Codex) and reads it aloud,
recording the adventure number and map location of each of their backstory encounters on their backstory board.

1
2

For example: James’s character has the
Damaged backstory.

5

After reading his backstory introduction,
he records 4-E, 5-A, 7-E, and 8-B/C on
his backstory board.

4
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DUAL BACKSTORIES (1–2 Players)
When playing with one or two players, each player may take on a second backstory. Follow these additional steps.
Each player selects a second backstory that isn’t in use by another player. Note that some backstory combinations
work better together than others. The following chart shows recommended pairings:
Apprentice / Bookworm

Aristocrat / Gate Keeper

Cast Off / Transported

Damaged / Oracle

Doomed / Persecuted

Artificer / Resilient

Rift Walker / Outcast

Investigator / Savage

Brawler / Exonerated

Caretaker / Craftsman

Chronologist / Unhinged

Mentor / Street Urchin

Lost in Time / Split

Savant / Tormented

Haunted / Hunter

Cartographer / Culpable

Celestial / Chosen One

Devoted / Dreamweaver

Gladiator / Separated

Patrician / Transported

Lost Soul / Wanderer

If the recommended backstory pairing is already in use by another player, select one of these backstories that pair
well with most other backstories: Doomed, Oracle, Split, Transported, or Unhinged.
Each player records the second backstory name on their backstory board next to the first backstory name.
Each player takes a second backstory marker in an unused class color to designate backstory events for the second
backstory.
Each player finds the introduction to their second backstory in this storybook (Backstory Codex) and reads it aloud,
recording the adventure number and map location of each backstory encounter for their second backstory on their
backstory board.
NOTE: The alignment marker for the second backstory is not used when playing with dual backstories.

Adventure Setup

v

After completing the Adventure Setup steps in the Roll Player Adventures rulebook, follow these additional steps.
1. Each player reviews their backstory board. If it shows a backstory encounter in the current adventure, they place
their backstory marker on the indicated map location.
2. If the indicated map location is not yet revealed, they place their backstory marker on the indicated map location
when it is revealed.

For example: At the beginning
of Adventure 4: Eye of Ulos, James
reviews his backstory board.
It indicates “4-E,” so he places his
backstory marker on location E
(Palace Gardens) on the
adventure map.

3. If this is not the party’s first adventure, erase the mark on the alignment space made at the end of the previous
adventure and place the player’s alignment marker on it. If this is the party’s first adventure, skip this step.
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During Play
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Alignment Movement

When moving to a new map location, first resolve
the entry and all action indicators in the respective
storybook.

v

When a player makes a story choice, their alignment
marker will sometimes move as a result of the choice.
The icons a , d , w , and s indicate that the player
should move their alignment marker one space in the
direction of the arrow. If the marker cannot be moved in
the indicated direction, do not move the marker.

When given the option “(?) (move) Move to another
location,” resolve all backstory encounters at the
location before making any choice from the list.
Do not move, rest, or use any items before resolving all
backstory encounters at the current location.
If the entire party is exhausted and the party is directed
to read a death entry in the Tome of Encounters,
resolve the death entry first. Do not resolve backstory
encounters until the party is given the option to move to
another location.

a

If an entry directs the party to move to another location
with an action indicator (!) instead of a choice indicator
(?), move as instructed without resolving any backstory
encounters.

move left

Treat the option to board a vehicle, such as a ship or
wagon, the same as moving to another location.

Backstory Encounters

v

To resolve a backstory encounter, collect the backstory
marker from the adventure map and read the
corresponding entry in this storybook (Backstory Codex).
If playing with more than one player, have another
player read the entry aloud.
If this storybook (Backstory Codex) instructs a player to
record a personal title, they write it down in the personal
titles section of their backstory board.
If there are multiple backstory encounters in a single
location, resolve them in any order.

End of an Adventure

v

Before completing any adventure, players must resolve
all backstory encounters on the adventure map.
If a storybook instructs the party to go “The End” of an
adventure with an action indicator (!) instead of a choice
indicator (?), resolve all backstory encounters before
going to “The End.”

Adventure Cleanup

v

Each player does NOT erase any personal titles they
may have acquired. These titles will be needed for future
backstory encounters.
Each player marks the space that contains the
alignment marker on their backstory board. This saves
the current position of their alignment marker.
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